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The Times
That Try Men’s Souls
When Thomas Paine wrote those words back in 1776, office products were the last things on his mind. But for many of us in the industry
today, Paine’s simple phrase provides an increasingly accurate description for our own times. And if most of the current economic forecasts hold up, it’s only going to get worse before it gets better.
But even with tough economic challenges, there are still plenty of opportunities out there for aggressive, well-run companies. Here are
just some of the suggestions we’ve heard in recent weeks on ways to keep momentum going in the right direction, no matter how
bumpy the road may get:
n Make sure cash is king. One dealer we know is looking
very seriously at selling the receivables from some of his
larger customers who may generate big orders but who
are typically slow payers. It may cost him a couple of
points, but he says he’ll sleep a whole lot easier with the
money under the mattress!
n Communicate, communicate, communicate. The
rumor mill speeds up dramatically in uncertain times and
if you keep your people in the dark, they’ll assume the
worst. Keep just as close contact with key accounts, to
let them know you’re still doing fine and to make sure
they are, too. And also (see the next point), to probe for
potential new sales opportunities.
n Maximize the value of each customer. There isn’t a
dealer out there who couldn’t be selling more to their existing customers. And it’s not just about adding jan-san,
ad specialties or breakroom supplies. It’s also about coat
racks or fireproof files, lollipops, dog biscuits, recycling
services, emergency pandemic response kits and more.
Talk long enough and often enough to your customers
and you’ll be amazed at what you’ll learn about their
needs.
n Make new business development a key strategic
focus. As we report elsewhere in this issue, TriMega president Charlie Cleary estimates some $2 billion in business
will be in play as a result of the Staples-Corporate Express consolidation. Do you know where your slice of that
pie might be? And even if the upcoming mega-merger
won’t affect you, you still need a program to replace business that’s lost to factors totally beyond your control.

n Trim the fat. Go through every line item on your budget
and eliminate anything that doesn’t add value or that isn’t
totally mission-critical. You can’t afford to be spending
money on anything for no other reason than it’s something you’ve always done.
n Don’t allow tough times to shortchange your dealership. Staples CEO Ron Sargent makes a great point in a
recent interview with OPI’s Steve Hilleard when he says,
“It is very important to continue to invest in your business, in good times and bad times.” You may not be able
to spend as much as you’d like, but as Sargent suggests,
this is still a good time to invest for the future.
n Don’t neglect your key strategic partners. Your wholesaler, buying group and technology provider offer a
wealth of resources you can leverage to continue to compete effectively. Make sure you’re making the most of all
they offer.
n Stay positive. It may be a cliché but in many ways,
your attitude really does determine your altitude. As an independent, you have the ability to turn on a dime when
changing market conditions demand it. You also have
deep roots in the community and relationships strong
enough to withstand the toughest downturns. And even
the worst of times offer opportunities for good companies
to gain market share and find ways to become stronger
and more efficient.

We have no idea how Tom Paine himself would respond to today’s testing times and quite frankly, we don’t
really care. What’s more important is how you respond. You can watch TV, read the newspapers and become
an expert on our current difficulties. Or you can make a conscious decision not to participate in any downturn and go out and make something happen.
It’s your call. What are you going to do about it?
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THE

WINNERS’Circle

Tejas Office Products
Recognized by Houston Minority
Business Council
Congratulations also go to Houston’s
Tejas Office Products, recently honored
by the Houston Minority Business Council
(HMBC) for its continued dedication and
commitment to minority business
development and superior service.
Tejas was among four minority business
firms that received the Supplier of the
Year Award, whose purpose is to
recognize outstanding suppliers within
the HMBC and encourage a more
competitive and successful business
environment for all Council members.
Tejas was recognized in the category of
annual sales of $10 – $50 million.

Guernsey Office Products President and CEO David Guernsey introduces a very special visitor.

Guernsey Office Products,
Northern Virginia Dealer, Hosts President Bush
The independent dealer community found itself front and center in the national political
spotlight last month, as Chantilly, Virginia-based Guernsey Office Products hosted
President George W. Bush, who came to the dealership to meet with local area small
business owners and speak to staff and guests in Guernsey’s warehouse on the federal
government’s response to the credit crisis.
“The President was really looking for an opportunity to talk directly with Main Street
businesses about the credit crisis and its impact on them and that’s what we
provided,” presidet and CEO David Guernsey said. “It was an incredible honor to have
President Bush at our facility and he clearly welcomed the chance to meet with small
business entrepreneurs and hear first hand from them on the issue.”
In his comments at the dealership, President Bush paid tribute to the role small
business plays in the overall economy. “The small business sector really provides the
backbone of the American system,” he said. “You’ve been asked a lot during these
times, but I’ve got great faith in the small business sector. And when government …
helps you get that capital you need, the small business sector is going to help lead us
out of the situation we’re in today.”
Guernsey himself is no stranger to the national political scene. He currently serves on
the board of the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB), one of the
country’s leading small business advocacy organizations, and earlier this year
participated in a meeting with the President on record energy prices and their impact.
Needless to say, last month’s event generated massive publicity. “I’ve heard from
people as far away as Australia and Europe who saw coverage of the President’s visit,”
he reported.
And the impact on the dealership? “It was a crushing amount of work for all our people
in a very short time-frame but they responded magnificently,” Guernsey said. “It was
the most hectic 72 hours for all of us, but it gave our team the experience of a lifetime
and something we’ll all remember for many years to come.”

“At such an interesting time in Houston,
we are so thankful for our customers and
HMBC’s recognition,” Tejas president
Stephen Fraga said.

In Raleigh, North Carolina,
Kennedy Office’s Mary
Catherine Sigmon Named a
2008 ‘Mover & Shaker’
Hats off to Mary Catherine Sigmon,
president of Raleigh, North Carolinabased Kennedy Office, who was recently
honored with a “Movers & Shakers”
award by Business Leader Media,
publishers of business magazines
throughout the Carolinas.
The award honors up-and-coming business
leaders in the local Triangle area community.
Nominees for the awards are rising leaders
within companies with more than 100
employees or C-level executives leading
rising companies with fewer than 100
employees.
“It’s a wonderful feeling being labeled as
an ‘up-and-coming’ business leader in
the Triangle community,” said Sigmon.
“To me, the definition of being a mover
and shaker is so much more than just
making money or having the top sales. It’s
more about being a community leader,
setting high standards and goals and
then achieving those goals.”

continued on page 5
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ARTLITE
USES
ECi
Excerpts from a letter to ECi written
by Martha Thompson of United,
nominating Artlite Office Supply
for DDMS Dealer of the Year:
“A long-time DDMS user (since 1989),
Artlite was the first dealer I know to
use e-commerce, trying the very first
system offered, even before the internet came along.
For years, DDMS used them as a Beta
site for new products, and they have
always embraced new technology.
They are a traditional dealer that has
over 60% of their office supply business coming in online, and they have
a reputation for perfection.”
ECi congratulates Artlite on being
named DDMS Dealer of the Year.

Bert Light, Co-Owner,
Artlite Office Supply

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC BUSINESS SOFTWARE
W W W. E C I 2 . C O M • I N F O @ E C I 2 . C O M

866.374.3221
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Office Solutions,
California Dealer,
Receives Top
Honors for
Recycling Efforts
Congratulations go to
Yorba Linda, Californiabased Office Solutions,
winners of one of the
2008 Waste Reduction
Awards from the California Integrated Waste
Management Board.
The awards recognize
California businesses
that have made outstanding efforts to
reduce non-hazardous
waste and send less garbage to our landfills. Other 2008
recipients include Hewlett-Packard, Intel Corporation, Kaiser
Permanente, Kraft Foods Global and Pacific Gas & Electric.
In the last year, Office Solutions was able to divert more than 200
tons of waste—including 126,000 pounds of cardboard. Since
May 2008, 12,090 pounds of scrap metal and 20,424 pounds of
computer equipment have been recycled.
The dealership has maintained an internal recycling program
since it opened for business in 1984. Last year, this internal
program was expanded and offered to customers free of charge
and so far, over 75 companies have signed up.

Elements IV Interiors Dedicates
New LEED-CI Silver Certified Facility

certified facilities. Over 300 people attended the ribbon cutting
ceremony, including city, county, and state elected officials.
For the renovation, Elements IV Interiors reused or recycled the
majority of the existing interior elements and replaced its existing
HVAC and electrical systems with state-of-the-art units tied to a
central building monitoring computer. The result: a structure that
utilizes far less energy than a typical structure of similar size and
that is extremely efficient to operate.
The interior fit out of the building was accomplished utilizing
rapidly renewable products, bamboo and cork for the flooring and
carpet tiles with 30% recycled content. These elements were
blended with Haworth movable walls, raised access flooring and
modular voice data and power distribution systems.

Chuckals Office Products, Tacoma Dealer,
Launches New Audiovisual Division
Tacoma, Washington-based Chuckals Office Products has
launched a new audiovisual division, adding LCD projectors,
security systems and similar products to a mix that already
includes office furniture, printing and jan-san products in addition
to its traditional office supplies business.
“Our move into audiovisual products is not only a natural
extension of our role as a genuine one-stop resource for our
customers,” commented Chuckals vice president Al Lynden. “It
also strengthens our ‘green’ message in the marketplace, since
it means we can now use just one delivery to provide customers
with a much broader range of products.”
It’s been a busy couple of months for Chuckals. In addition to its
new AV effort, the dealership recently added five new salespeople
to serve its growing commercial and government markets, both
locally and nationwide.

Brown & Saenger, South Dakota Dealership,
Hosts Tenth Annual Product Show

Left to right: Vandalia, Ohio Mayor Bill Loy, County Commissioner Judy Dodge,
Elements IV Interiors CEO Kim Duncan, President Jack King and Haworth President
and CEO Franco Bianchi cut the ribbon on the dealership’s newly-renovated
headquarters.

The champagne was flowing last month in Dayton, Ohio, as
Haworth dealer Elements IV Interiors dedicated its newly
renovated headquarters building, one of Ohio’s first LEED CI Silver
NOVEMBER 2008

Brown & Saenger
recently hosted its
10th annual product
show in the dealership’s Sioux Falls,
South Dakota location
with over 750
attending. The show
featured over 50
vendors showing
business products,
office furniture,
professional printing
and promotional products.
“Our clients always look forward to our Product Show each and
every year, and attendance keeps growing with each show,”
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reports Brown & Saenger’s Deb Gunderson. Next year’s will be
even better, she says. After all, the dealership will be celebrating
its 120th Anniversary!

Greenville Office Supply, South Carolina Dealer,
Celebrates Fortieth Anniversary With End User
Show

customers and prospects attended the event, with 40
manufacturers participating in the expo.
The show took as its theme, “Celebrating Forty Years of
Excellence,” and offered plenty of door prizes, including a sevenday Caribbean cruise for two as Grand Prize.
GOS was founded in 1968 and started out as an office supplies
and printing business serving upstate South Carolina. Scales
bought the company in 1989 and since then, it has grown both in
size and the territory it covers. The GOS product mix has also
seen some significant expansion—the dealership today offers
office furniture, coffee and ad specialties businesses in addition
to supplies and printing.
“We’re about ten times the size we were back in 1989,” Scales
reports, “and despite all the gloom and doom, we’re still hiring
salespeople and continuing to spread out into new market.”
At the same, Scales says, the dealership is also working hard on
running lean and mean. GOS recently installed GPS systems in
its delivery trucks and was able to cut out two vehicles as a result,
he reports. Just another independent finding ways to grow
despite tough challenges. Our congratulations and here’s to the
next 40 years!

Charles Scales and his team at Greenville Office Supply also had
plenty to celebrate last month, as his dealership marked its 40th
anniversary and held its first end user show. Nearly 500

continued on page 9
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Smead’s Reseller Central is your quick and easy
resource for all the tools needed to create promotional
campaigns for Smead products.
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How can you help
erase cancer?

At City of Hope, we’re on a mission to ﬁnd new treatments and cures for all
cancers. With 26 years of member support from the National Ofﬁce Products
Industry, we’ve been able to develop new drugs and treatments that are
saving lives all over the world. One of the most exciting breakthroughs is
immunotherapy, which uses the body’s own immune system to ﬁght cancer.
With your continued help, we believe it can be a powerful new cure.
And that’s something everyone can live with.

SAVE THE DATE

2009
EVENT
CALENDAR
Tues., February 24
City of Hope Tour and Luncheon
City of Hope
Duarte, California

Dear Friends,

Get Involved

As we conclude
this year and
prepare for the next,
we would like to
thank all of our
National Ofﬁce
Products Industry

•
•
•
•

supporters. Through
you, our customers,
suppliers,
distributors and
manufactures, we
raised $7.3 million
for City of Hope!
Thank you for
another amazing
year!

Host a golf outing
Start an employee giving program
Create a unique cause-marketing campaign
Join industry leaders through our
Legions for Hope and Friends for Hope
initiatives

Thurs., Feb. 26
Quality Park Curling for the Cure
St. Paul Curling Club
St. Paul, Minnesota
Mon.-Tues., May 11-12
Bob Parker Memorial
Golf Outing at Pinehurst
Pinehurst Resort, Pinehurst #2
Pinehurst, North Carolina
Sun.-Mon., July 12-13
3M City of Hope Pro-Am at
Tartan Park Featuring Players
from the PGA Champions Tour
Tartan Park Golf Club
St. Paul, Minnesota

The 2008 Spirit of Life honoree
Dick Gochnauer (left), president
and chief executive ofﬁcer of
United Stationers, and 2009
Spirit of Life honoree Jack Truong,
vice president of 3M, display their
awards at this year’s dinner at the
Field Museum in Chicago.

Wed., September 23
Howard Wolf Golf Classic
Cantigny Golf Club
Wheaton, Illinois

For more information on how to get involved,
please visit www.cityofhope.org/nopi or
call City of Hope at 866-905-HOPE

Thurs., September 24
Spirit of Life Gala
Chicago Hilton
Chicago, Illinois

Winners’ Circle:
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New Partners at Pencils, Mass. Dealer
Steven D. Mazza, president of New Bedford, Massachusettsbased Pencils, Inc. has announced the appointment of Stephen
Handwerk as chief executive officer, director of sales and partner
with him in the ownership and operation of the dealership.
Handwerk brings over ten years’ industry experience to Pencils,
which itself has an outstanding record of local service nearly 20
years old.
“What attracted me to invest in Pencils was its impeccable
reputation as a high quality and reliable, service oriented office
supply dealer that has been so warmly embraced by the local
community,” he explained. “In a very real sense the local
community has become partners with Pencils over the years
through its loyal support.”
Added Mazza, “As we approach our 20-year anniversary, we take
tremendous pride and comfort in the phenomenal loyalty that the
South Coast community has shown.”

In Upstate New York, New Look
for Hummel’s Truck Fleet
Mohawk, New York-based Hummel’s Office Plus recently unveiled
a new look for its delivery vehicles, reports Hummel’s marketing
and public relations manager Jennifer Mayer, and it takes full
advantage of the trucks’ role as moving billboards for the company.
In addition to featuring the traditional supplies, machines, and
furniture product mix, the new graphics also highlight Hummel’s
own branded products, as well as its cleaning and breakroom
offering, splashed across the rear of each truck.

A+ Office Place, Tennessee Dealer,
Celebrates 35 Years of Business
Congratulations go to Andy Boling and his team at A+ Office
Place who this year are celebrating 35 years of continuous
operations. Located in Sevierville, Tennessee, in the heart of the
Smoky Mountains, the dealership was founded by Andy’s father,
Earl, who started with just $2,000 and a dream of running his own
business.Andy came on board back in 1987 and became
president in 2004.
In a market that depends heavily on tourism, sky high gas prices
haven’t helped any and business has been unpredictable for much
of the year, Andy reports. But with the recent roll out of a new web
site and a strong “buy local” marketing message, he’s optimistic
about prospects and looking forward to next year.

New Home for Citron Work Spaces, Colorado
Teknion Dealer
In Louisville, Colorado, about 20 miles north of Denver, Teknion
dealer Citron Work Spaces has moved into newly constructed
space that gives the dealership an 8,000-squarefoot working
showroom and 11,000 square feet of warehouse space, including
a large used-furniture display area.
The facility, which took a year to design and build and which is
currently being evaluated for LEED-CI certification, features a
number of environmentally friendly features, including recycled
street lamps from New Orleans in the main showroom;
fluorescent lighting controlled by motion-sensing switches or
timers, and water-conserving bathroom fixtures.
All the paint and adhesives used at the facility are non-toxic and
water-based with low VOC (volatile organic compounds)
emissions to protect indoor air quality; all appliances are
Energystar-rated; and the furniture on display and used by Citron
employees is Greenguard-certified for low chemical and particle
emissions.
Large windows bring natural light in, and the project used
recycled, recyclable or renewable/sustainable products like
bamboo flooring wherever possible.

Colorado Knoll Dealers Merge
In addition, says Mayer, the trucks also feature a bright yellow
background that has become the trademark color of Hummel’s
and represents its leadership in the industry, the warm and
welcoming attitudes of the staff, and the company’s optimistic
outlook for the future.
Are your trucks this good? Send us a photo or two and we’ll be
happy to run them!
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Knoll dealers Rocky Mountain Desk Corp. and Spaces have
merged to form a new dealership, Elements.
Executives of both dealerships—Bill Stoops, Traci Lounsbury,
Rob Hill and Steve Dean —are owners of the new firm, and
existing staff will stay on board.
Elements will operate out of the two dealerships’ locations until
January, when the dealership will move to the current Spaces
facility.
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Secrets of Success

Business Essentials:
It Started With a Part-Time Driver and a Pickup Truck
By Jim Rapp

business ten-fold and now has ten
employees and looking for more.

Business Essentials
Grapevine (Dallas) Texas
n Marty Beck and Chris Crumpton,
Owners
n Stockless supplies dealer
n Business since: 2004
n Employees: 10
n Partners: Office Partners,
United Stationers
n Online sales: 65%
n Website: www.beofficesupply.com
“We were tired of working for the big guys
with their buy-outs and mergers, and with
being transferred from one city to another,
so one day in 2004, we decided to start
our own office supply business,” recalls
Marty Beck. With long-time friend and
associate Chris Crumpton, Beck
purchased the assets and name of
Business Essentials, a small dealer in
Denton, Texas.
With one employee and an old pickup
truck, they set out to basically build the
business from scratch in Dallas, one of the
most competitive markets in the country.
Since then, Business Essentials has
bought out another dealer, increased
NOVEMBER 2008

Beck started in the industry in 1988 as a
computer specialist for a Los Angeles
dealer, which was purchased by US Office
Products in 1996. He then moved to Dallas
and managed the six Texas dealerships
that USOP had acquired. Crumpton came
from Corporate Express as VP-Sales for
the Dallas operation.
In 2001, USOP was acquired by Corporate
Express, and Beck decided that he didn’t
want to move again. Two years later,
Crumpton left Corporate Express, and the
two long-time friends and associates
started their own dealership.
Business Essentials is a true family
business, all of the same generation. Marty
Beck’s wife Kim handles marketing and
Chris Crumpton’s wife Cindy is the
customer service manager.
“We’re very much a work in progress,”
says Beck. “There’s a lot that we want to
do, but we’re taking it one step at a time.
We’re quite small compared to other
independents, but we’re growing a little
each year, haven’t taken on a lot of debt,
and the stockless model is working for
us.”
INDEPENDENT DEALER

He continued, “Being stockless, we realize
the importance of online presentation. We
are quite pleased with the Britannia
program and United Stationers’ search
engine that we’re now using, but we’re in
the process of building a web site that will
attract new customers beyond our current
market area.”
Looking to the future, Beck says he and
Crumpton are seeking acquisitions while
continuing to expand their Dallas
operation.
Beck concluded, “I was on the other side
of the fence for a long time. I know their
strengths and weaknesses, and I can say,
without hesitation, that any independent
office product dealer can grow and be
profitable competing against even the best
of the power channel. It just takes a lot of
hard work and a willingness to pay close
attention to a constantly changing
marketplace.
“I sincerely believe there is a place for the
small independent in today’s market, even
with the consolidations that have been
taking place.”
With that outlook, I’m sure we’re going to
hear a lot more from Business Essentials!
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New Book Reveals Tips and
Strategies to Improve Your
Business in 2009!
Featuring Krista Moore
and K.Coaching!

Order today and
start using Krista’s
“ShipBuilding”
concepts to:
Improve Customer
Retention
Increase Your Income
Get New Business
Achieve Personal
Growth

In Roadmap to
Success, industry
expert and Executive
Coach Krista Moore
joins renowned
authors Stephen
Covey and Ken
Blanchard—to share
critical insights
and strategies for
achieving personal and
business success.

Click here
NOW to
order
www.buildyourships.com/ID

Krista Moore’s ‘ShipBuilding’ concepts for
building PartnerShips and RelationShips are
right on! Her dynamic speaking style is filled
with passion and her real life experiences
resonate with both your head and your heart.

Or call 919.554.4505

Stephen M. R. Covey, bestselling author of

The Speed of Trust: The One Thing That Changes Everything

919.554.4505 | www.kcoaching.com

Secrets of Success
What makes Chasen’s Business Interiors a successful office furniture dealer isn’t so extraordinary. But even though they aren’t doing anything
that any other savvy office furniture dealership
would do to grow the business and maintain a
solid customer base, they’re far from your ordinary office furniture dealer.
Chasen’s has fashioned a reputation for itself as
one of the top office furniture dealers throughout
Virginia and the Washington D.C. market thanks
to its ability to provide customers with a full
range of furniture and design services as well as
the obligatory leading edge customer service that
is so important in the furniture business.
The company has offices in Richmond, Charlottesville, Norfolk, and Alexandria Virginia. Key
vertical markets include healthcare, government,
education, and of course, the commercial sector.
By developing consultants who are keyed into
those specific verticals, clients can be assured
that they are working with someone who understands their business inside and out. Those consultants work with other team members from
within Chasen’s—designers, project coordinators and project managers—to ensure clients’
needs are met.
Chasen’s consultative sales process seems to
resonate with customers. “We take the time to
ask a lot of questions and ascertain their needs
prior to going in and making suggestions,” notes
Greg Nemchick, vice president of sales in
Chasen’s Richmond and Charlottesville offices.
But those aren’t the only reasons customers like
doing business with Chasen’s. “Customers like
doing business with us because we’re a community-minded, local company and we’ve been in
business for more than 25 years,” states Tracy
Tynan, director of corporate marketing. “Our
name is well known and there’s a comfort level
in knowing we’ve been around a long time serving this community.”
Tenured staff also provides Chasen’s with an advantage with the average length of service at 1215 years. “We don’t have a lot of turnover,” says
Nemchick. “What fosters that longevity is the
team approach.”
Although customer satisfaction is essential in
every business, Chasen’s doesn’t take that for
granted. In order to be a Certified Herman Miller
dealer Chasen’s must regularly survey its customers as to how they’re doing.
“The surveys that we get back are running at
about 98.6 favorable in pleasing customers,”
says Nemchick.
NOVEMBER 2008

Nobody
Does It
Better Than
Chasen’s Business Interiors
The surveys also enable Chasen’s to determine
whether or not a customer will use them again
or refer them to someone they know. “Customer
satisfaction is what leads us to future sales as
well as that strong reputation in the community,”
notes Nemchick.
Chasen’s is also one of the Herman Miller dealers
nationwide that participates in the Aeron chair
hockey event, an event that helps raise money
for a local charity. This coming year will be
Chasen’s fourth year participating and raising
money for Child Savers, a local organization that
provides social services to children who witness
a violent crime.
The office furniture business is a challenging one
although Nemchick says that the challenges facing Chasen’s are the same ones every other furniture dealer confronts.
“Making sure you’re managing the leads and
searching for opportunities, and making sure the
right people have the right opportunities,” he
says. “It’s just making sure the funnel is full and
moving it through the sales process.”
Despite the downturn in the economy, Chasen’s
has remained busy. “There are plenty of opportunities above and in the funnel,” says Nemchick.
As for the future, Nemchick acknowledges he’s
INDEPENDENT DEALER

not a fortune teller.
“I don’t think any of us have a crystal ball as to
what’s happening with prospective clients’ budgets because sales cycles in our industry tend to
be anywhere from 12 months to two years,” says
Nemchick. “The big question today is how many
dollars are going into the budget one year or two
years from now.”
Clearly, Chasen’s does what every successful office furniture dealer does to ensure that business
continues flowing through that funnel. The difference is they tend to do it a little bit better.
Chasen’s Business Interiors at a Glance
n Management:
Larry Giancaterino, president & CEO;
Greg Nemchick, vice president of sales;
Larry Russell, vice president of sales,
Greg Bottiger, vice president of sales.
n Products & Services: Office Furniture,
Storage & Filing Systems, Lighting,
Facilities Management
n Employees: 104
n Growth: Grew 15 percent last year
n In business: 26 years
n Key Business Partners: Herman Miller,
Brandrud, SitOnIt, Bretford, Geiger
n Web: www.chasensbi.com
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TriMega Celebrates Record Member Growth,
Rebates at Annual Meeting

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

“Staples is a survivor,” Jones added, but he
said we could well see the liquidation of
one or both of the industry’s other big box
players and he warned vendors they could
well be hurt if that happened.
TriMega announced next year’s meeting will
be held October 28-30 at the Westin Diplomat Resort & Spa, Hollywood, Florida.

TriMega chairman Foss Jones offered a very positive assessment of independents’ prospects and said the
challenges currently facing their big box competition are creating outstanding opportunities to gain market
share.

Stock prices may be falling on Wall Street
and a small army of economists warning of
a deep and prolonged recession, but you
wouldn’t have known any of that from
TriMega’s Elevate 2008 national convention
and tradeshow in Las Vegas last month.
The meeting drew a record crowd—over
900 attendees, including some 600 dealer
registrants—and the mood throughout was
upbeat, as TriMega celebrated another
highly successful year.
Total dealer membership, reported TriMega
president Charlie Cleary, currently stands at
560. Direct purchases, he indicated, were
up 12% in 2007 to $400 million, and are on
track so far this year to post an 8% gain.
Rebate growth, he added, was even
stronger. After paying out record rebates of
$29.1 million last year, TriMega is forecasting current year distributions will reach over
$32 million, up 11%.
And while Cleary recognized there are
plenty of reasons for concern about the

general economy going forward, he offered
a strongly optimistic forecast for TriMega
members and the independent dealer community in general.
“Staples’ acquisition of Corporate Express
has created the greatest opportunity for independents to gain market share since the
first Staples store opened for business in
1986,” he told the group, predicting that an
estimated $2 billion in business will be “up
for grabs” as a result.
TriMega chairman Foss Jones offered an
equally positive assessment of the independent’s prospects. “Staples has a huge
challenge on their hands to integrate Corporate Express,” he contended, and
pointed to declines in same store sales and
net income as indicators of more problems
to come.
Office Depot and OfficeMax are in even
worse shape, he pointed out, with both
companies’ stock currently trading below
break-up value on Wall Street.

TriMega Honors Dealers, Manufacturers for
Outstanding Support
At the meeting, TriMega presented several
dealers and manufacturers with special awards
for outstanding support and participation in the
group’s buying programs. Dealers honored
included:
n Greatest percentage increase in direct and
wholesale purchases:
n Newtown Office Supply, Newtown,
Pennsylvania
n OEC, Louisville, Kentucky
n Greatest dollar increase in direct and
wholesaler purchases:
n Office Essentials, St. Louis, Missouri
n SaveItNow!, Indianapolis, Indiana
n Greatest percentage increase in direct
purchases only:
n Chesapeake Office Supply,
Cheasapeake, Virginia
n Shane's Office Supply, Downers Grove,
Illinois
n Greatest dollar increase in direct purchases
only:
n GBPdirect, Kenner, Louisiana
n Faratolu, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota
Also, for the first time this year, TriMega
recognized several manufacturers for their
support. They were:
n Top emerging supplier - Moore Co
(Balt/Bestrite)
n Top marketer - Fellowes
n Top sales growth - Nukote International
continued on page 15
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Office Depot State Contract Woes Continue,
as North Carolina State Auditor Warns Local
Governments about U.S. Communities Contract

The new promotion adds an important new dimension to
TriMega’s green office marketing efforts, noted TriMega vice president of marketing Michael Morris.

The continuing saga of Office Depot’s state contract problems
took yet another turn last month, when North Carolina State Auditor Leslie Merritt announced a joint investigative and performance audit into the Office Depot contract managed by U.S.
Communities Government Purchasing Alliance.

“Advancing environmentally-responsible practices and procedures is not only the right thing to do,” Morris said. “It’s also the
smart thing from a business perspective. Sustainability today is
front and center for organizations of all types and sizes and promotions like SmartSeats send a clear message of leadership from
TriMega and its dealers to the marketplace.”

The decision to audit the U.S. Communities contract comes on the
heels of an audit by Merritt’s office that found overcharges of almost
$300,000 related to the state’s own contract with Office Depot.
Annual purchases under the U.S. Communities Office Depot contract amount to approximately $2 million for the state government
and $3 million for local governments, according to Merritt’s office.
“We are going to look into the U.S. Communities Office Depot
contract as it relates to State agencies,” Merritt said. “We are
publicly announcing this audit so that municipal and county governments that have piggybacked on this contract can begin to
examine whether they are getting the benefit that they bargained
for.” He urged local governments and school systems to double
check that taxpayers and students are getting the price breaks
specified under the contract.
North Carolina is not the only state that has found problems with
its Office Depot contract. Earlier this year, state auditors in California found $2.5 million in overcharges in their supplies contract with
Office Depot, while last month, auditors in Florida’s Lee County
said an Office Depot sales rep’s recommendation to switch pricing
plans resulted in the county paying nearly $60,000 more over the
past nine months than they would have without the switch.

The promotion runs now through December 31 and TriMega dealers must enroll to participate. For more information, contact
TriMega at its Rosemont, IL headquarters (847-699-3330) or visit
their web site at www.trimega.org.

New Dealer Member, Vendor Partner for AOPD
The AOPD dealer network has announced the addition of a new dealer
and a new business partner to the organization in the past month.
Complete Office, headquartered in Seattle, with additional locations in Poway, California and Germantown, Wisconsin, has
joined the organization, bringing AOPD’s total membership to 58
dealers with 136 locations, providing distribution throughout the
United States, Canada, Puerto Rico and Australia.
Separately, AOPD announced compatible imaging supplies
maker Katun Corporation has become the group’s newest business partner. Katun’s Performance line of imaging supplies includes monochrome and color toner cartridges for copiers,
printers, fax machines, and multifunctional devices and comes
with a no-risk warranty and 100% satisfaction guarantee.

BPGI elects is.group’s
Mike Gentile Board
Chairman, Adds New
French Dealer Group

Similar allegations of overcharges and pricing irregularities have
been issued by state and county auditors in Georgia and Nebraska over the past year. Georgia suspended its state contract
after an audit of pricing.
For more information on Office Depot’s problems with its state contracts, visit the Depot State Contract Watch web page on the INDEPENDENT DEALER web site (www.idealercentral.com/id_watch.html).

TriMega Partners With The HON Company
to Offer New Green Promotion For Members
TriMega has announced an exclusive new promotion in partnership with The HON Company that is designed to not only generate increased furniture sales for TriMega members, but also
position them as leaders in the effort to create a more environmentally-friendly workplace.
As part of the HON/TriMega SmartSeats Sweeps promotion,
TriMega dealers can offer their customers the chance to win a
Green Smart Car by purchasing qualifying HON seating products.
In addition, TriMega dealers can earn a per unit incentive cash
award based on their purchases of HON products included in the
promotion. Purchases can be made through HON, United Stationers or SP Richards.
NOVEMBER 2008

The BPGI international dealer group
consortium has elected is.group
CEO Mike Gentile its incoming chairman. Gentile has served on the
group’s Executive Committee for the
past four years before ascending to
the position of chairman. He succeeds outgoing chairman Mark
Austen of UK dealer group Office Club.
“I am delighted to have this opportunity to work with and represent almost 4,000 independent dealers in 23 countries,” Gentile
commented. “With the addition of our new member Majuscule
and the growth of EOSA we have reached a combined volume of
$15 billion, making us the third largest global player and the
largest B2B seller in Europe and second largest in North America
and Australasia. We bring tremendous penetration to the global
SME market place and present a unique opportunity for vendors
to take their brands to this growing segment of the marketplace.”
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Other members of the new Executive Committee include Austen,
who was elected vice chairman; Foss Jones of TriMega, elected
treasurer, and Andrew Boath of Office National Australia, elected
secretary. Adriano Alessio Gruppo In Ufficio Italy and Claude Ackermann PEG Switzerland complete the Executive.
As of January 2009 BPGI will consist of 21 buying groups including is.group and TriMega Purchasing Association in the U.S. and
Novexco Inc. in Canada.

WorkPlace Furnishings Names
New VP of Business
Development
The WorkPlace Furnishings dealer
group has named Hope Roadcap vice
president of business development.
WPF president and CEO Bob Carlson
made the announcement.
An industry veteran with over 19 years'
experience in the office furniture industry, Roadcap comes to WPF from The
Phillips Group, Middletown, Pennsylvania, where she served most
recently as director of sales and design. In that role she was part
of the dealership's senior leadership team and coordinated some
of its largest projects, both in its local marketplace and at customer sites across the U.S.

OFDA, InstallNET International
and ANEW Announce New Partnership
The Office Furniture Dealers Alliance, the InstallNet International
network of independent installation companies and the Asset
Network for Education Worldwide (ANEW), a non-profit organization that provides a home for surplus furniture and materials with
charities and similar organizations while reducing environmental
impact, have announced a new partnership.
The partnership was announced at InstallNET’s annual Service
Providers Conference in Dallas last month.
Under the partnership, OFDA will encourage exhibitors at this
month’s Dealer Strategies Conference and Expo in New Orleans to
support the conference theme, “Think Globally-Act Locally.” OFDA
will ask exhibitors to donate their office furniture and expo products
after the expo to charitable organizations in the New Orleans area.
InstallNet and ANEW will coordinate efforts to identify suitable recipients of those donations and arrange for their delivery and installation.
In addition, InstallNET announced it will hold its next annual Service Providers Conference in conjunction with the 2009 OFDA
Dealer Strategies Conference and Expo, which will take place October 3-6 in Austin, Texas.

ECi Adds United Stationers’
SmartSearch to ECinteractive Web Storefront

"We're delighted to welcome someone with the extensive industry
expertise and experience of Hope Roadcap to the WPF team,"
commented Carlson. "She comes to the organization with an
outstanding track record of success at Phillips and an in-depth
understanding of dealer operations and the WPF organization."

Dealer technology provider eCommerce Industries has announced
it has become the first technology provider to offer United Stationers’ SmartSearch content and functionality to dealers with the
addition of SmartSearch to its ECinteractive web storefront.

Canadian Dealer Groups Joining Forces

With the addition of United’s improved content and SmartSearch
to their ECinteractive Web storefront, ECi said dealers will be able
to offer their customers significantly better search capabilities.

Canadian buying groups Basics Office Products and Canadian
Independent Stationers (CIS) last month announced a partnership
by which CIS will become a Basics shareholder. Starting January
1, CIS will purchase from the vendors under common contracts
negotiated through the Basics National Office.
CIS will continue to maintain its head office in Guelph, Ontario as
well as its Office Plus branding and marketing identity.
“Basics and CIS are committed to working together to ensure the
long-term profitability and sustainability of independent dealers
in Canada,” said Sean Macey, president of Basics.
“This strategic move allows CIS to focus on delivering marketing
programs and consistent, best-in-class service to its dealers as
we continue to build the Office Plus brand and positioning,” noted
CIS president Nineeta Drepaul.

Benefits include powerful new search refinements to locate the
best product choices, expanded categories to aid catalog browsing, and other shopping features such as side-by-side product
comparisons and richer product detail. Product selling points, detailed attributes, warranty information, and alternative product
choices will aid purchasers in making educated buying decisions.
“It is almost impossible to overstate the importance of this release
to independent dealers,” stated ECi COO Ron Books. “To compete with the superstores, dealers have to offer a comparable online experience. Fast, intuitive searches and rich content are key
elements in leveling the playing field for the independents.”
United Stationers customers who want to take advantage of the
new SmartSearch features should contact their United account
manager to obtain a SmartSearch ID and password. Dealers
continued on page 17
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seeking more information about the ECinteractive e-commerce
system or other ECi products should contact the company at
866-374-3221 or info@eci2.com.

SSI Announces SmartSearch Implementation
for Its SSIWEB Online Platform
Also announcing their implementation of SmartSearch last month
was dealer technology provider System Solutions Limited (SSI).
Recognizing that SmartSearch will add tremendous value to the
online business of its dealers, SSI said it has undertaken significant investment to integrate SmartSearch into its web content
management system and that beta testing is to begin in December, with a target release date of January 2009.
“This release of the SmartSearch capability by SSI is another important step in making it available to a broad number of dealers,”
said Dave Bent, United Stationers senior vice president and chief
information officer. “We’re pleased to work closely with SSI to
help improve dealers’ access to world-class content and stateof-the-art search and navigation that will strengthen their e-commerce expertise.”

dealers, SuppliesNET Xpress pulls orders from the dealer’s QuickBooks system, and transmits electronically to Supplies Network.
A response feature advises a dealer of any backorders or error
messages. The dealer specifies the preferred shipping method
and rules for handling backorders. SuppliesNET Xpress electronically transfers invoices from Supplies Network into the dealer’s
QuickBooks system.
For more information, go to www.suppliesnetwork.com/snxpress,
call 866-878-9257 or email sales@redcheetah.com.

United Stationers Adds Claridge Products
to Direct Access Furniture Program
Wholesaler United Stationers has announced a new agreement
with Claridge Products and Equipment by which key Claridge
products will be featured in United’s Direct Access office furniture
program. The products will be included in both the print and online versions of the 2009 Direct Access catalogs, along with full
binder-wide representation at each of the Direct Access dealer
and showroom locations.

“We are excited about the SmartSearch initiative and the extraordinary value it will drive for SSIWEB customers,” commented SSI
president Terry Kelly. “It demonstrates SSI’s commitment to the
independent office products dealers’ success when we can work
with United Stationers to deliver solutions that allow our mutual
customers to thrive in a competitive business environment”.

“Adding Claridge Products affords us an opportunity to expand
our offering in the growing educational market,” said Rich Aievoli,
vice president and general manager of United’s Furniture Division.
“Claridge products are well received across the consumer channels and often specified through the design community. We’re excited to add Claridge and look forward to their contribution in
helping our participating dealers capture more business in this
growing market segment.”

S.P. Richards Names New
EVP of Sales and Marketing

Mayline Launches New Fast Freight Program

Wholesaler S. P. Richards has named Rick Toppin its new executive vice president of sales and marketing. Toppin comes to S.P.
Richards from Corporate Express, where he served most recently
as president of the company’s Central Region and prior to that,
as president of Corporate Express Canada.
Before joining Corporate Express in 1999, Toppin spent 19 years
with Moore Corporation, progressing through a number of sales,
marketing, and general management roles.
In his new position, Toppin will assume responsibility for SPR’s
overall sales and marketing activities, as well as operating oversight for SPR Canada.

SuppliesNET Xpress Automates
QuickBooks Orders and Invoices
Wholesaler Supplies Network has introduced SuppliesNET
Xpress, which it says is the industry’s first software to automate
orders and invoices for many dealers who use QuickBooks.

Sheboygan, Wisconsin-based Mayline Group has partnered with
FedEx Freight to introduce a new FAST Freight delivery program
that it says will be able to deliver complete offices next day to
many cities direct from the manufacturer.
Mayline said hundreds of its top selling products are available
through the program, including eight lines of veneer and laminate
casegoods, five lines of executive leather and specialty office
seating, ten lines of conference and training tables, and a wide
selection of small office/home office workstations.
“Time is a competitive differentiator, so we’re taking this to an entirely new level with the introduction of FAST Freight. We will now
be delivering complete offices next day to many cities, and in two
days to over 80% of the country,” said Mayline president and
CEO Paul Simons.
For a program map showing color-coded delivery zones, visit
www.mayline.com/fastfreight.html or to order FAST Freight literature and view program details, go to www.mayline.com.

Developed by Red Cheetah exclusively for Supplies Network
continued on page 18
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HPFI Reopens Redesigned Showroom

Chain-of-Custody certification was awarded to all National manufacturing facilities by Scientific Certification Systems (SCS). Before a product can carry a FSC label from SCS, all stages of the
production, distribution, and sale of the product must be independently evaluated. Wood must be tracked from the certified
forest to the finished product.
FSC Certified wood can contribute to points for organizations
seeking certification to the LEED Green Building Rating System™.

Rep Groups John Motley Associates,
Myers Brazell Announce Merger Plans
Independent rep groups John Motley Associates and Myers
Brazell & Associates have signed an agreement by which they will
be merging into a single organization. JMA president John Motley
made the announcement.
“Carey Brazell has been a close friend for over 30 years and I have
great admiration for him and his entire organization,” Motley said.

HPFI (High Point Furniture Industries) recently announced the reopening of its redesigned showroom. Located at HPFI’s corporate
offices in High Point, the over 4,000 sq. ft. space was updated as
part of HPFI’s rebranding effort, reflecting a commitment to become a leader in the mid-market contract and healthcare furnishings industry.

“Our organizations share very similar cultures and values, and
we’re both looking forward to the tremendous opportunities this
merger offers. It will not only generate increased economies of
scale that will enable us to provide more services and value to resellers, but it also means a single point of contact for the manufacturers we represent in a market that extends literally from
Maine to Florida,” Motley added.

With business partner Mayer Fabrics’ similar marketing direction
in textiles and an established graded-in program with HPFI, the
showroom became an opportunity for both companies to showcase examples of their latest products.

While the formal merger of John Motley Associates and Myers
Brazell will be effective January 1, 2009, the two organizations
have already begun work on consolidating operations and coordinating market coverage.

“The showroom was a collaborative effort between interior designer Austin Rese and HPFI’s internal team of project coordinator
Tammy Watkins, president Spencer O’Meara and me” stated Tom
Carrigan, director of marketing.

The Highlands Group Adds New VP

The chair wall at HPFI’s newly renovated showroom

“Mayer Fabrics is a key business partner for HPFI. Roughly half
of the graded fabrics in the HPFI upholstery books are provided
by Mayer Fabrics. It was a natural choice that much of the upholstered furnishings in the remodeled showroom utilize Mayer materials.”

National Office Furniture Enhances
Sustainable Efforts with FSC Certified Wood
National Office Furniture is now making available Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified wood for its casegoods, table products and select seating models. National has received FSC
Chain-of Custody certification as assurance that wood-based
materials in National products come from forests that meet stringent environmental, social and economic standards.
NOVEMBER 2008

Jeff Homewood, formerly with the Vision LLC rep group organization, has joined The Highlands Group National as vice president, national. Homewood brings over 18 years of sales and
management experience from a wide spectrum of industries including commercial office products and furniture, consumer
goods, industrial manufacturing and service industries.

Industry Veteran Bob Nimmo
Forms New Rep Group
Industry veteran Bob Nimmo and his wife Pat have formed "Team
Nimmo," a new rep group that will cover parts of Alabama, Mississippi and the Florida panhandle for furniture manufacturers.
The group will represent the following vendors: AIS, Krug, VIA
Seating, High Point Furniture Industries (HPFI), Instant Seating
and Bretford Manufacturing. For more information, contact
Nimmo at 334-590-8404.
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What Share of Each Customer’s Business Are You Getting?
Here’s How Savvy Dealers Have Shown Dramatic Increases...
by Jim Rapp

Every dealer wants to increase sales and profits
with established accounts. It’s easy to
understand why. You’re dealing with a known
quantity—credit is established, you know the
people, and as one dealer commented, “The
truck is going there anyway!”

For the supply dealer, looking at a customer’s
past purchases by product category is a good
place to start. Some dealers also look at annual
dollar purchases by employee, another way to
measure penetration.

Wholesalers are offering many new lines, from
jan/san to breakroom, to Green products.
Furniture manufacturers have broadened their
offerings and broadened their price ranges. The
digital revolution has allowed equipment dealers
to sell a much wider range of products,
including many consumables.

Too Many Buyers
“Online ordering has changed the way many
customers place orders,” says Keith Powell,
Pay-LESS Office Products, Omaha, Nebraska.
“Instead of one buyer, we find that departments
are ordering on their own, and they don’t always
buy from us.”

As I talked with independents around the
country, I learned that the most successful did
one or more of the following:
n Determined what items or categories each
customer was not buying.
n Decided what items or categories they
would go after.
n Set goals and developed plans to
accomplish.

Pay-LESS attacks the problem by having their
salespeople spend enough time with each
customer to identify, and if possible, get
acquainted with the key users—know their
continued on page 20
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names, job titles and responsibilities. Using the Acsellerate sales
intelligence solution, Pay-LESS reviews monthly the purchases
and trends for each important customer, showing what they’re
spending per employee and by product category. Then they
formulate a plan to go after each customer with whatever
program and pricing structure they feel is best.
“I constantly remind everyone in our company that we can grow
within our own footprint by simply selling a few more products to
each customer,” states Craig Bartholomew, Reporter Big Sky
Office in Billings, Montana. “It adds very little to our costs,
increases our efficiency, and definitely increases profitability,” he
added.
Reporter Big Sky uses $600 annual supplies usage per employee
as a benchmark to determine if they’re getting their share of the
business. “This is a starting point,” says Bartholomew. “We go
customer by customer to see what products or categories we
want to focus on, and what will be required to get the business.
Then we sit down with the customer, review their purchases, and
make recommendations.”

Palace Art and Office Supply, Santa Cruz, California, is well
known for going after niches that competitors ignore. Several
years ago they went after the school supply business when they
learned that school districts had huge inventories because
contracts with the power channel required large single purchases.
They proposed the elimination of all storage facilities, offering next
day delivery. They got the
order, and are now an
important supplier of art
and school supplies to
both public and private
educational facilities.
Another success was
lifestyle furniture. Introduced first in their retail stores, the “like at
home” furniture was such a hit that it was offered to commercial
customers. Another success and all because no one else had a
comparable offering.

This dealer is now making a major push on jan/san, following an
extensive training program for their reps. “To be successful,”
Bartholomew states, “you first must have excellent product
knowledge, you have to know what customers will ask, and you
have to have to right answers.”

Their latest niche is ergonomics. Palace’s Gary Trowbridge
explains: “Ergonomics is not a new concept, but we found that
much of the business has migrated to the Internet. We looked at
what our competitors were doing (not much) and went after it,
creating a mini catalog, with a major emphasis on seating. Other
products include wireless headsets, phone systems, recording
devices and other electronic products.”

“If you’re going in with a new product line, you have to be pricecompetitive, so we’re working very closely with is.group, S.P.
Richards, and other vendors, saying, ‘Here’s what we need to be
competitive. What can you do?’”

Trowbridge points out that to be successful with specialty niches,
you have to have what he calls a “champion” to offer—products
or product lines that are not only of exceptional quality, but stylish,
modern—the “latest thing.”

One Sale
Leads to
Another

Do What Competitors Don’t
Reporter Big Sky has developed custom catalogs, showing
what’s approved or recommended for use by a particular
customer. For example, they put together a 300 SKU catalog for
a large medical facility.
At one customer, monthly
purchases increased from
$300 to $4,000 just by
getting their IT business.
How did they do it? Their
rep surveyed everyone in
the customer’s offices,
determined that they were
operating 61 printers, with a
number of different cartridges in use. The rep attached a label to
every printer, with the appropriate cartridge SKU shown, then
prepared a catalog just for this customer, listing all the appropriate
cartridges. That’s all it took to get the business and they’re now
attempting the same with other customers.
NOVEMBER 2008

“We cover three distinct areas—supplies, furniture and mail room
equipment,” says Jim Droney of Pittsburgh’s Mt. Lebanon Office
Equipment Company, “and we have made a concerted effort to
cross-sell.”
Droney explain that 80 percent of the dealership’s volume is
furniture and that two years ago they added postage meters and
mailing equipment.
“We added the mailroom equipment because we saw that small
and medium-size offices were being ignored by the major player,
Pitney-Bowes. We learned that a lot of our furniture and supply
customers also do a lot of mailing, so this was a natural.
“We also learned that cross-selling doesn’t just happen. Furniture
reps are not knowledgeable about supplies, and mailing
equipment was totally new to everyone. So we got everyone
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together and developed a cross-selling plan, with each rep
sharing their customer knowledge with everyone else. We’re now
working together to fill in the gaps, with planned presentations.”
Mt. Lebanon has also put together a furniture service team, that
not only does installations, but also perform furniture repair,
upholstery cleaning and internal moves.
Miller’s Office Products,
Lorton, Virginia, is a major
player in the Washington,
D.C., market, with a broad
product offering. “We are very
price-competitive, but some
customers will simply not give
all their business to one dealer,” says Miller’s Wayne Stillwagon,
“We use several approaches to get a larger share. We may start
with beverages. Once they’re happy with that, we pick another
category, like paper or imaging products.
“Another approach is when the customer buys a lot from the
power channel, we try to take a little away at a time, when we see
an opening. Here’s an example—we say to the buyer, ‘I know
you’re mandated to buy from (one of the giants) but you have tons
of supplies in your stockroom. Why don’t I take 20, 40, or 60
(whatever the number) of them out, then you can order from us
as needed, with delivery the next day.’”
Miller’s has been highly successful with jan/san, breakroom
supplies, promotional products and Green products. They provide
sample kits of environmentally-safe products and information,
suggesting they be given to the “Green committee” or the person
responsible to see that the company or office is doing its part.

factory if you have a clipboard and a smile. If you and your people
do this, you learn things that even the buyer and the bosses don’t
know, and you can use that information to sell more to even your
very best customer.
Here are some things dealers have learned by taking this idea to
heart:
n Office Systems, Watertown, South Dakota. “One thing we
learned is that some customers buy jan/san on annual
contracts, so we offer the same plan. We just signed two
contracts, one for $6000 per year, another for $40,000.”
n Source Office Products, Wheat Ridge, Colorado. “We
monitor the purchases of our major accounts as they come
in, and if any item that’s ordered regularly is not there, we
contact the customer immediately to see what happened.”
n Eakes Office Plus, Grand Island, Nebraska. “We had three
outside reps covering one particular territory. We took one rep
off and made him an inside rep, calling all the small accounts.
This substantially reduced the number of calls the other two
reps had to make, allowing time for them to penetrate the
larger accounts, determining what they’re not buying and
why. This also provides more time to call on prospects.”
n Office Stuff, Lakewood, Colorado. “We call customers the
next day after receiving a delivery to make sure they received
everything in good order and to answer any questions they
may have, and to thank them for the order. Customers are
blown away with this attention, and it has not only helped our
retention rate but also helped us sell additional products.”

Miller’s salespeople are highly knowledgeable about everything
Green. They now offer breakroom supplies that are
biodegradable, not just recyclable. They offer Green products in
almost every category, because if a customer is serious about the
environment and employee health, they can sell items to that
customer that would not be a regular purchase.

A Clipboard and a Smile
What comes through loud and clear from dealers that are enjoying
sales growth with established customers is that they use their
knowledge and their relationship to “get on the inside” of a
customer’s operation.
The owners, managers and particularly the salespeople of any
dealership will have a leg up on competitors if they take the time
to visit with the people that use the products and services they
sell.

I hope that these success
stories will help other
independents increase their
sales and profits. If you have
had similar successes, e-mail
them to our editor
(simon@idealercentral.com),
so we can share them with
your fellow independents.

As a rep calling on offices all over the country, I long ago
discovered that you can go just about anywhere in an office or
NOVEMBER 2008
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GET READY FOR THE

2009 Catalogs!
It’s hard to believe, but the new catalog season is practically just
around the corner. Once again, we’ll be taking an early look at
what the industry’s two major wholesalers will be offering in their
catalogs and overall marketing support and previewing some of
the new products you can expect to find in their new books.
Even with the growing importance of online ordering, printed
catalogs still remains a powerful marketing tool for dealers and
a valued reference resource for their customers. We hope this
early look at what’s coming in the new books will help you
prepare to make the most of them.
First out of the gate: United Stationers.
continued on page 24
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Grow Profits & Stretch Budgets with Lecterns & Sound Systems
This is a great niche product that helps strengthen your position as more than a supplier of
commodities, but of higher margin, value-added business solutions for your customers.

E

very organization from
schools to small businesses, even the
corporate world can use some help
stretching budgets. No mater what
funds are available, every customer
can use a sound system that looks and
sounds great. AmpliVox products will
do both. They can adapt to various
presentation needs and expand when
the organization grows.

interface cables that will attach to a 2
watt computer and blast the sound up
to 50 true watts! The ultra portable,
lightweight and rugged SW124 will
reach an audience of 1,500 with 180
degree coverage due to inventive
speaker placement. The best part, its
plug and play design makes it easy to
use, yet the amplifier features make it
technologically advanced.

Sales Feature: AmpilVox offers a complete
line of wood lecterns like the S450 with
built-in 50 watt wireless sound systems to
portable 250 watt sound powerhouses that
cover football fields and, of course, all the
accessories that are going to drive up your
profit.

Sales Feature: If your customers are on
the go, one of the great benefits of having
their own sound system is they are never
surprised. They can focus on their work
instead of putting out fires.

One of the first items to recommend is
the Ampli-Pod Portable PA Podium,
SW124. This “all-around” tabletop PA
system includes computer and projector

Larger businesses and schools might
want a modern lectern for use in
multi-purpose rooms. The Executive
Adjustable Sound Column Lectern,
S505A, is perfect because is adjusts
easily from 39 in. to 45 in. and its on

four wheels for easy maneuverability.
For still larger audiences, the Digital
Audio Travel Partner, SW915, is the
first digital 250 Watt PA with remote
control in the industry. This first of
its kind system delivers 250 Watts to
audiences up to 7,500 covering rooms
as big as 25,000 sq. ft. with all the
features you expect and then some.
Standard equipment built into the
SW915 Digital Audio Travel Partner
includes a UHF 8-channel diversity
internal wireless receiver, a CD/RW
MP3 disc player with pitch control
and USB input, with choice of mic:
handheld, headset, collar or lapel and
transmitter. Additional features like
ducking, (automatic reduction of music
when the microphone is in use) make
the unit easy to use for the presenter.
Traveling with your own public address
system takes the on-site equipment

:KDW·VQHZIURP
Made in USA
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worry out of getting your message
across, and the AmpliVox SW915 gives
you the choice of using AC power or
battery operation with up to 10 hours of
runtime from two 12-volt rechargeable
batteries that are accessible and user
replaceable. Travel is easy, because the
35-pound system rolls effortlessly on
heavy duty wheels. When you get there,
the handle retracts, and you’re ready to
present.
Think of all the great uses for these
products: Multimedia Presentations,
Training Seminars, Board Rooms,
Company Meetings, Conferences,
Educational Settings, Talent Shows,
and Trade Shows. These are great
niche products that help strengthen
your position as more than a supplier
of commodities, but of higher margin,
value-added business solutions for your
customers.

6 Year
Warranty

We have over 200 public address portable sound systems & lecterns.
We Design, Engineer & Manufacture - 6 Year Warranty - Superior Performance, Quality & Reliability

AMPLI-POD PODIUM PA
Reach Crowds up to 1,500!
180 degree sound coverage, Jensen
Speakers, Durable Molded Plastic
Lightweight, Portable, Multimedia
Cables Included, Built-in batteries
w/ AC adapter, Open the box and
speak!

ADJUSTABLE SOUND
COLUMN LECTERN
S505A, SW505A
Reach Crowds up to 1,500!
Elegant and stylish lectern Pneumatic Dial Adjustment. Adjust
from 39-45 inches!
WWW.AMPLI.COM
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PRESIDENTIAL LECTERN
S450, SW450
Reach Crowds up to 1,500!
Two Jensen speakers, large
storage shelves and rolls on
4 casters (2 lock)

1-800-267-5486
INDEPENDENT DEALER

MODULAR TABLETOP
LECTERN AND CART
SW250, S260,
Reach Crowds up to 1,000!
Seperate cart and top. Use cart for
multimedia presentations!

INFO@AMPLI.COM
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2009 Catalogs: United Stationers

By Jeff Kressmann,
United Stationers
Director of
Communications
and Events

United Stationers’ General Line Catalog remains the
essential tool for independent dealers and their
customers. It continues to offer more choices, more
selling and cross-selling opportunities and the
features and benefits that dealers consistently use to
build relationships and build their businesses.
There is no denying the reach and effectiveness of
United’s General Line Catalog, but to be as effective
as possible and grow their sales, dealers need more
ways to reach their customers. United has always
recognized this need and has been working to
develop new and exciting print vehicles to enable
dealers to reach deeper into their markets.
The innovative SmartDeals flyer is one of those new
tools and it’s given independent dealers the ability to
touch customers with offers and rebates on a regular
basis. SmartDeals for Technology was introduced in
2007 and was designed to help independent dealers
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continued from page 22

compete with the Sunday circulars of the national
accounts.
The monthly SmartDeals for Technology flyer features
pricing, products and promotions that put the
independent dealer on the same level as the national
competitors. These offers include instant rebates,
mail-in rebates, gift card rebates and premium
giveaways. The flyer gives dealers the opportunity to
get into these kinds of deals and promotions that have
never been available to them before.
And there is nothing for the dealer to do. “We are
handling all aspects of fulfillment,” explains, Jim
McCann, director of marketing. “The rebates funnel
through a third party fulfillment house that we manage.
Dealers don’t have to worry about rebate fulfillment,
redemptions or any kind of tracking.”
Based on the success of SmartDeals for Technology,
continued on page 26
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These Sorrento veneer
casegoods are the
deal. They’re top of the line,
yet very affordable.

Big Kahuna

We’re more than just drafting tables.

Mayline’s got basically
everything for the ofﬁce
including these slick new
Bistro Tables. Check ‘em out!

We’re more than just drafting tables.
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Unite NEW
d Sta
tio
2009 ners

The Eclipse Series suits my
sophisticated tastes and
our frugal budget. As a CFO,
I appreciate how ﬁscally
responsible it is.

These solid wood guest
chairs now ship assembled!
Check out Mayline’s new
Cream leather option.
Stylish!

Cooper Casegoods
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We’re more than just drafting tables.

We’re more than just drafting tables.
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2009 Catalogs: United Stationers
continued from page 24

United introduced a cross-category variation in April of this year—SmartDeals for
the Office—which follows the same monthly schedule and
offers a small selection of SKUs with broad appeal, including
a selection of furniture and jan/san items to complement
traditional office products.
Dealers have recognized the effectiveness of both
SmartDeals flyers and definitely appreciate their ability
to generate multiple touch points with customers.
“Getting in front of their customers on a monthly basis is
terrific approach for our dealers,” adds McCann.

In these tough economic times it pays for dealers to
diversify their product offerings. One of the best ways to do
that is with the new Breakroom Essentials quarterly flyer.
Introduced in the fourth quarter of 2008, Breakroom
Essentials is a 16-page consumer-priced piece which offers
200 to 300 items. “This is a great way for dealers to focus
on product line extension and really use this as an entrant
into the breakroom arena,” says McCann.
The breakroom category covers a wide range of items from
continued on page 27
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2009 Catalogs:
United Stationers
continued from page 26

coffee, tea and condiments to beverage and snacks including
water, juices, candy/gum and cookies.
Food service supplies such as carafes, cups, plates and cutlery
are also offered along with an assortment of appliances that
includes coffee brewers, microwave ovens and refrigerators.
The Breakroom Essentials flyer features large product images,
opportunity for full customization with dealer logo and address,
and a product assortment merchandised to give independent
dealers greater sales and profit opportunities.
Many dealers already do a good job with breakroom sales, but
there is always the opportunity to find more growth, and the
Breakroom Essentials flyer can help with that. The piece can be
especially helpful in identifying additional buying influences.

United gave dealers a terrific method to differentiate themselves
when it introduced its Green Catalog this past April. It is one of
the only catalogs United produces that is off the January cycle.
That was done purposefully, to take advantage of the energy and

excitement surrounding
Earth Day which takes
place every April.
With
this
catalog
independent dealers had
their first opportunity to
go after this growing
market, and it enabled
them to go beyond just
selling
commodity
products and become
a solutions provider.
Dealers jumped on
the opportunity and
made the Green
Catalog one of the most
successful introductions of new vehicles that United has
experienced in recent memory. The original print order was
completely sold out and more had to be produced to meet the
growing demand.
continued on page 28
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Sheet Protectors
CLI-62677

Self-Adhesive
Name Badges
CLI-92244

PINK RIBBON PRODUCTS
• Sheet Protectors and Name Badges
help promote Breast Cancer Awareness
• C-Line is a proud sponsor of the National
Breast Cancer Foundation

(800) 323-6084
c-line.com
http://www.c-lineproducts.com/pink-ribbon-products.html> http://www.c-lineproducts.com/pink-ribbon-products.html <http://www.c-lineproducts.com/pink-ribbon-products.html
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2009 Catalogs: United Stationers

continued from page 27

The Green Catalog brings together
nearly 2,500 environmentally-friendly
products from the office products,
technology, furniture and jan/san
categories. Products included in the
catalog are recyclable, made from
recycled materials, energy-efficient,
non-toxic and biodegradable or
compostable.
Early results from the field indicate
that the Green Catalog has found a
vital market niche. The items found in
this
catalog
are
generally
outperforming their less green
counterparts. In fact, increases are
being seen across product categories
represented in the Green Catalog and
across all geographic regions.
“This tells us there is a need for these items in the market place,”
says McCann. “These green items, which are frequently more
expensive, are outperforming even in a tough economic
environment. The green catalog puts a spotlight on these items
and allows business people to find them more easily.”

For dealers the message seems clear: The market for green
products is solid and growing. For dealers who have yet to go
after sales of green products, United’s Green Catalog offers a
terrific way to get started.
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The Dollars and
‘Sense’ of the
CPR Mode
By Krista Moore

Krista Moore is President
of K Coaching, LLC an
executive coaching and
consulting practice that
has helped literally
hundreds of independent
dealers maximize their full
potential through
enhancing their
management systems,
sales training, and
leadership development.
For more information, visit
the K Coaching web sites
at www.kcoaching.com,
for coaching and
consulting programs and
www.opwebinar.com for
the latest online training
courses.
NOVEMBER 2008

As you begin to think about next year and putting
together your 2009 business plan, we will be sharing
with you a proven method for creating a sales
strategy.
Our “CPR” approach will make your strategy realistic
and obtainable because it is based on understanding what is really happening in your business,
and then created with sound judgment and from a
position of fact.
In last month’s issue of INDEPENDENT DEALER, we
discussed “Breathing Life into your Business with
CPR.” The foundation of CPR is having clearly defined
Conversion, Penetration and Retention strategies to
ensure you have sustainable business growth.
If you have done your homework from the prior article,
you are well on your way to thinking about what the
CPR strategies will be for your business in 2009.
The K.Coaching methodology begins with discovery
—understanding your strengths as a company and
areas of opportunity for improvement or investment.
It is important to know what is occurring in your
market, what the competition is doing, and the
needs and circumstances of your ideal customer.
Many independents do an outstanding job in these
areas. They further enhance their understanding by
taking the time to brainstorm and collaborate with
their employees and our company to put together
the right plan.
A critical piece of this discovery process that we see
many independents missing is the data intelligence
on where the business is coming and going.
You need to know where your business is growing,
who is not being loyal, what sales reps are losing
their base and how much business has been gained
from purely new accounts.
I can’t stress enough that you need to get the facts,
gather the trends, and analyze the data intelligence so
your strategy is built from a position of fact, not opinion.
Many businesses may not have the analytical skills
or back-end reporting that allows them to crunch
these numbers.
We are seeing a great demand among dealers for
INDEPENDENT DEALER

this type of trend information and reporting.
Many of our clients are using Acsellerate, a data
intelligence solution that allows for easy analysis of
customer trends. It views these trends in many
ways, including profitability and customer
segmentation.
If you don’t have a data intelligence tool or someone
on staff to do the data analysis, this may be more of
a manual process, but certainly an essential one.
Basically, it involves comparing revenue and margin
year over year, by customer, and by sales rep.
View these accounts by size or market
segmentation. This may vary for your market or size
of accounts, and whether you actually capture the
number of employees or potential against actual.
Many smaller dealers define large accounts as those
that generate over $12,000 a year in revenue; midsize generate $2,400-$12,000, and small accounts
less than $2,400 a year. Obviously, larger dealers
would have greater numbers in these segments.
It is important that you have a segmentation model
and view your business this way.
Customer needs are different in these segments,
and so is the competition. Therefore, your sales
strategy may need to be different as well.
A great example would be small accounts that can
be very demanding and for the most part, not loyal.
Our statistics show that the small account’s margins
are the lowest of all segments, and retention year
over year is between 60–65%. So your strategies
then may be to set guidelines for price matching,
instill a small order charge, or put together a
telemarketing plan to touch them more often, and
build retention in that segment.
Comparing revenue and margins year over year
enables you to understand the net impact of the
CPR model and see why it is important to view your
business in this manner.
K.Coaching has compared a sampling of
independent dealers’ data, ranging from $2 million
to $50 million and has established the average CPR
baseline metric.
continued on page 30
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With $4 million in revenue for 2008:

K.Coaching Dealer Stats
Average

Large

Medium

Small

Total Conversion %

6.52%

0.00%

8.58%

23.72%

Penetration %

26.26%

25.97%

28.73%

19.02%

Retention %

80.39%

85.09%

79.33%

63.03%

Conversion is brand new business. This is easy to see when the
revenue is in the current year, but not in the previous.
Penetration is based on the existing customers that grew year
over year. How much did they grow, and what percentage of the
total growth of the business came from pure penetration?
Retention rate is the reciprocal of what was lost and it includes
customers whose business is down, not just those that left all together.
With this model, no customer can be represented in more than
one category or more than one segment.
You will be amazed at where your business is coming and going,
what market segment is profitable, where you need to put more
focus, and where your customers are not being loyal.
So why is this so important?

n A Retention rate of 80% means a 20% churn or $800,000 in lost
business. Your baseline number for 2009 now becomes $3.2 million.
n A Penetration rate of 25% means $800,000 in additional business and
your 2009 baseline becomes $4 million.
n A Conversion rate of 6% generates $240,000 and $4,240,000 = little to
no growth.
When you apply the same formula to your sales reps it brings a
whole new outlook on what specific activities they need to be
doing to affect the formula and the numbers. It is a balancing act.
That’s what CPR is all about.
We have seen amazing results when we consult with sales leaders
and business owners in this area.
By looking at your business with the CPR view, you too can create
the right strategies, with the specific measurable activities that
will have the greatest impact on growth for the business in 2009!
You have heard the age old adage, Knowledge is Power. In this
case, the power comes from what you do with the information
and knowledge.
ASK YOURSELF: If someone were to take over my job tomorrow,
how would I describe to them my CPR Strategy?

Consider the following CPR model using industry average
percentages

Installation made easy. Anywhere.

The First Network of Independent Installation Companies

Over 250 service providers offering trouble-free ofﬁce furniture
installation services throughout North America.
A network of installation professionals
24/7 access to real-time project status
information
Online Quotes, national capability and
experience

Consistent performance and service excellence
nationwide
A one-stop solution for multi-location projects
Moves, reconﬁgs, panel cleaning and more!

Call 1-888-GO-INSTALL Today or go to www.installnet.com
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The Fairest Bid
of Them All
By Tom Buxton

I’ll bet that more than once, you have asked

a specific method for responding to RFPs.

yourself this question: “Why did anyone need

While some of those who have worked with

to invent something as noxious as bidding?”

me in these situations might well call me pas-

The very word “bid” turns my stomach, be-

sionate or even crazy, results from this

cause I feel in many ways, it takes the human-

method—it ends up securing a win approxi-

ity right out of my business relationships.

mately 50% of the time—are hard to argue

However, like death and taxes, bids won’t go

with.

away any time soon and for many of us, more
bids are just around the corner.

Tom Buxton is founder and
CEO of InterBiz Group,
a consulting firm that works
with independent office
products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability,
for more information,
visit www.interbizgroup.com.

However, to achieve success, the bidder must
be trusted by the “biddee”. Consequently, be

The major issue with bids in our industry is the

aware that the cost-up proposals described

way they poison relationships. Purchasing

below involved situations where either the

thinks its job is to beat up vendors for the low-

dealer was already the incumbent or had an

est price, while vendors act as if every sup-

excellent relationship with the purchasing

plier before them has cheated the customer.

team who felt slighted by their current sup-

Obviously, there is some truth in those theo-

plier. Here are six characteristics of this type

ries, but not as much as people may think.

of proposal:

Also, many purchasing folks who are used to

n Cost-up gross margin agreements can be

bidding in this manner have learned only too

the fairest to the customer and the compet-

well that bid elements like rebates, pre-bates,

ing company. If a purchasing group actually

and percentage off list offerings all come ripe

wants a win/win solution this gives the

with the potential for abuse.

greatest opportunity for price certainty.

As a result, purchasing executives today

n Cost must be based upon manufacturers’

might be open to a more “collegial” method-

direct cost for all items stocked by the

ology for bidding if they are approached in the

dealer. If the dealer doesn’t stock much, the

correct manner. In such approaches, however,

cost should be based upon their system

a dealer’s relationship with the purchasing

cost from whichever wholesaler they use.

folks is key to whether an alternative method-

The customer will have the ability to come

ology has a chance of succeeding.

in and audit the costing at any point, with no

During my Fortune 500 days and as a consult-

notice as long as it is within business hours.

ant assisting independents with bid situations,

The issue of rebates should also be dis-

I’ve become increasingly “evangelistic” about

cussed and though a dealer may decide not
continued on page 32
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Tom Buxton:

continued from page 31

to share those numbers (none of the big guys will from my

50%) towards a higher gross profit, because they are saving

experience), they need to commit in writing that they will not

the customer bottom line dollars.

attempt to grow rebates by “playing” with cost. There is

n The prospect/customer should provide a criteria sheet to

much more to this concept but I think you can see where I

all bidders listing their “decision tree.” Pricing should not be

am going.

more than 50-60% of the overall tree. Otherwise, the

n A short bid list of items should be provided by the

process reverts to just another price-driven bid process and

prospect based upon their highest usage SKUs in different

the customer deserves what they get.

categories. The list should be priced by each competitor and

n The prospect/customer should allow at least 30 minutes

the bidder’s cost for the item should be listed alongside their

per bidder before a bid is presented for potential suitors to

price. The potential vendor also will need to explain how

ask questions and clarify the needs of the company they are

they determined the pricing for items on the bid and what

bidding on. They should also interview and receive presen-

relationship their quote for a specific product has to similar

tations from at least two finalists after the RFP to be sure of

products that are not on the core list. This stops many sup-

their decision.

pliers from deceiving customers by pricing bid items under
cost.
n The prospect/customer should ask for a solid gross margin percentage above cost that the supplier is willing to
manage to. The only way the dealer can make more money
than what they state in their bid is if they find cost savings
opportunities that are agreed upon with the customer. The
dealer can then take a portion of the savings (usually 25-

Not convinced an approach like this can work? I am, mainly
because I ran a bid like this in Denver right after I left Corporate
Express and even the other office products dealers involved
thought it was fair.
Give it a try some time if you have you have a good relationship with the company that you are attempting to woo. You
may be very pleasantly surprised by the result!

HUMAN RESOURCES

No
Time
FOR
Turtles
By Wendy Luke
The Dow Jones went from 11,239 on July
16 to 8,378 on October 24. Unemployment escalated from 8.8 million at the
end of July to 9.5 million at the end of
September.
As times get tough and uncertainty
abounds, executives are not sure what to
say to their employees. In fact, having
worked through a number of recessions,
my experience is that all too often, executives become turtles: They pull back
into their shells, they don’t come out, and
they shut up.
Little do they know that the absence of
regular communication is the best way to
decrease morale, adversely affect productivity, and send customer service into
a nose dive.
If you are looking for ways to help you help
your staff to help your company in these
troubled times, here are some tried and
true suggestions.
Be visible. Get over any discomfort you
have about being visible to your staff. This
is the ideal time to apply daily MBWA—
“Management By Walking Around.”
Personally, and in person, showing interest
in your staff, acknowledging their hard
work, and answering their questions can
only contribute to positive morale,
productivity and customer focus.
Share information and stories. This is the
time to talk openly with your employees
about what is going on in the economy
and how it is affecting your business.
Share stories of how your company
handled past recessions and how you

were able to weather previous
economic tsunamis. Talk about
the employees who were with you
during those difficult times and how they
contributed to your survival. As you
develop strategies, modify policies, and/or
change procedures, keep your staff
informed on a timely basis.
Reinforce your mission and values. When
you first hire an employee, you probably
educate them on your company’s mission
and values and explain how your company
is special compared to your competitors.
But do you regularly re-emphasize the
mission, and reinforce how each job
supports the mission, the company’s
values, and the behaviors that support the
values.
Start your internal communication campaign now. Employees who are aligned
with your company’s vision, mission, and
values talk positively about their job and
company to others. It’s a great form of free
advertising. Coach your staff and
encourage them to promote your company. It’s another way they can help during
the tsunami.
Ask for input. Your operations staff—your
drivers, customer service representatives,
accounts receivable specialists, and
warehouse people—almost certainly have
their own ideas (small and large) for saving
money, keeping customers and finding
new ones. Make it a habit to ask and keep
asking for suggestions. And make sure
you listen and respond to them. Your staff
will be much more willing to offer up ideas

if they know they are being heard.
This is also a good time to remind them of
suggestions they made in the past that
were implemented. Knowing of past
changes can stimulate the creative
thinking that might lead to further
changes. Finally, ask employees how you
or other members of the management
team can help them be better at their jobs
or make their jobs easier.
During times of uncertainty, providing staff
with frequent informal and formal
feedback really pays off. Thank your
employees for focusing on their work and
thank them for working hard. Acknowledge good work as you see it done and
you will reinforce getting good performance in the future.
The younger your workforce is, the more
they want and need feedback, but even
seasoned professionals get a boost from
frequent feedback during unstable times.
Employees who feel their work is
recognized tend to produce more work
and provide better customer service than
employees who feel under-appreciated.
In times such as these, don’t become a
turtle. Talk with your staff, listen to them
and, above all, involve them in your (and
their) dealership and its future.

Wendy Luke is president of The HR Sage. She solves difficult people problems to create and sustain healthy organizations that set realistic goals,
establish honest communication, motivate their employees, and delight their customers. For more information: www.thehrsage.com.
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Flying Missions of Mercy for Those
Who Need It Most
If you do any business travel, you already know how much of a hassle flying can
be these days. But what if you don’t have a choice? What if you’re in Hattiesburg,
Mississippi, and your three-year old son has major problems with his immune
system and the specialist for the treatment he needs is in Atlanta? And he needs
weekly visits, but you can’t afford the commercial airline ticket every week. Or
think about the 400 mile drive one way, and the added cost of a hotel room. And
having to do it all week after week after week until the end of treatment.
That’s where people like Bert Light and his fellow pilots at the Angel Flight
organization come in.
If you’re in the Atlanta area, you might know Bert as operations manager at Artlite
Office Supply, the dealership that was founded in 1964 by his parents, Art and
Estelle, and that Bert runs today with his brothers Stuart and Steve and sister Cindy.
At Artlite, Bert takes care of the day to day operations, working with the vendors,
managing the warehouse and customer service team and making sure the
dealership’s computer system and online ordering platform are running smoothly.
For most people, all that would probably be more than enough to fill the day, but
somehow Bert also finds time for Angel Flight. Now in its 25th year, Angel Flight is
an organization of some 800 volunteer pilots who provide free air transportation
throughout the South for people with a medical need that can’t be filled in their
local area.
Angel Flight pilots also serve as first responders after a disaster strikes. In the
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, Angel Flight flew doctors and nurses and reunited
family members who had been separated. And immediately after the 9-11 attacks,
while most airplanes were grounded, Bert and other Angel Flight pilots were in the
air the very next day, transporting Red Cross staff, fire and rescue workers, FBI
agents and blood to hospitals to help them continue performing operations during
the crisis.
Since 2001, Bert has served as Angel Flight’s chairman of the board, working
closely with the organization’s executive director to coordinate missions, raise
funds and increase awareness among doctors and potential patients of this
unique resource.
Bert himself has conducted close to 100 missions since he became an Angel
Flight volunteer. He loves to fly, but that’s got very little to do with his role at the
organization. “It’s not about having fun or going to places you might not otherwise
see,” he says. “It’s about giving back and making a real difference in the lives of
people who need all the help they can get.”
Last year, Angel Flight pilots flew just over 2,000 missions and at an estimated
cost per mission of $1,500-$2000 each, that’s giving back in a big way.
But for Bert, it’s just scratching the surface.
“We’re really only reaching a very small percentage of the patients and doctors we
could be serving,” he says. “That’s what makes our fundraising and publicity
efforts so important. The more people know about Angel Flight, the more people
we can help.”
If you’d like to help Bert and his fellow pilots or if you know someone who could
use their services, visit www.angelflightsoars.org to learn more or contact Bert at
blight@artlite.net.
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TheLASTword
To Stock Or Not to Stock…
That’s What Right-Buying Is All About!
By Grady Taylor,
EVP, TriMega Purchasing Association
A couple of weeks ago, TriMega held its
annual meeting in Las Vegas – Elevate2008.
We were fortunate to have record attendance
even with all the cloudy economic conditions.
I believe that part of the attraction was
heightened dealer interest in finding ways to
run their businesses at the most optimum
levels possible.
This was borne out by the overwhelming
participation in a seminar I moderated on
“Right Buying—Dealer Discussion on ‘How to
Evaluate to Stock or to De-Stock”.
We had a lively discussion and debate on
questions as old as the channel itself:
How do I know if I should stock an item?
How do I know if I should de-stock an item?
How do I achieve a level of “right-stocking”?
How do I get the most bang for my buck?
You would think that everything would be in
black and white, but the reality is that all
circumstances and good decisions are a
function of each dealer’s own and unique
conditions.
Questions for YOUR dealership for stocking –
Do I have the space?
Do I have the operational flow available?
Do I have the people available?
Do I have the needed working capital?
Do I have good and current data in order to
make the right decisions?
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If you answered all of these questions
positively, then you have to watch out for
some common dealer traps as you consider
stocking decisions:

Velocity. Normally a better barometer than Unit
Sales because you not only look at Unit Sales,
but also number of Hits. Never focus on one
alone but always on both.

Focusing too much on your “Top-50” items.
There are normally many more items outside
of this category that offer a much better
margin capture opportunity.

Cost-of-Good Differentials. How much cheaper
after rebates and volume cash discounts
should the delta be before you consider
stocking (or destocking)? Many dealers look
at an 8% advantage to trigger stocking. I
recommend to many dealers just looking to
start stocking that they go for “low-hanging
fruit,” items in the 20%+ range. And
conversely, if the differential is low on your
scale, destock.

Staying current. With numerous manufacturer
price increases and now the monthly
movement of wholesaler cost files, this is a
never-ending analysis for your purchasing
folks.
History or “We’ve always just done it this way.”
Walk around your warehouse sometime and
notice the items with dust on them. Get RID of
them. They are dollars rotting on your shelves.
Stocking for the sake of stocking. Every
decision should be a vendor and line-item
consideration, and not driven just by some
company philosophy regarding capital
investment.
Passing on the better costs to your sales.
Never buy better and then end up selling for
less. It sounds obvious, but I cannot tell you
how many dealers have cost-plus pricing for
their contract customers and suffer immensely
by virtue of buying better and stocking more.
As you dig into item data regarding stocking
or destocking, here are some universal
considerations:
Unit Sales. I cannot tell you how many dealers
stock paperclips. Even if I am saving 25% by
going direct, does it really add up? Can I pull
that item cheaper and more efficiently than my
wholesaler?
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Gross Margin Dollars. We should be less
interested in unit sales, dollar sales, or even
cost-of-goods percentage differentials and
instead target what’s really important: our
dollars. Focus on where you get the most
possible dollars by stocking and destock
those items not performing at peak ranges of
gross margin dollar contributions.
A true inventory perspective can be the key to
the success or failure of your business. Stock
too much and you can go under. Stock just
right and you can be one of those top-fivepercent performers in the independent dealer
channel.
If you want more information whether you
are TriMega or not, feel free to reach out to
me. I have over 25 years of stocking/dealer
experience and can help you start out,
tweak what you have or bring down a
dangerously overblown investment
(gtaylor@trimega.org/Ph.847-627-4182).
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